DAC Scoring Rubric: Translational Project Grants (TPG)

The Divisional Activities Committee (DAC) uses a scoring rubric to assess TPG proposals each funding cycle. The DAC would like Division officers to see the criteria by which the TPG proposals are scored, so that they may address each of these points in their proposals. Some additional suggestions are provided as well to guide TPG submissions towards their best chance for success.

Each proposal will be scored out of 16 points by independent reviewers in five categories:

1. **Participants** (worth 4 points): Who is organizing and coordinating this activity? Has the Division who originally developed the IPG helped to propose this TPG?

2. **Impact** (worth 5 points): The estimation or goal for the project in terms of number of division members affected, processes improved, division goal(s) met, finances, etc.

3. **Leveraging resources** (worth 3 points): The extent of Divisional resources, funds or other resources, used to enhance the project.

4. **Sustainability** (worth 3 points): Design for follow-up activity related to the project and how it will be supported.

5. **Inclusiveness** (worth 3 points): How the project addresses inclusivity and how it will support ACS Goals.

The TPG submittal should contain a brief discussion of how the project will be managed and how each of the criteria will be met. How many people will be affected and what is the impact on the Division? How will this impact be assessed? What other resources are available for the activity and to sustain the activity after the project. *Hint:* Providing food for attendees at an event is not viewed as very impactful by itself.
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